Abstract. The problem of calculating the frequencies of network motifs on three and four nodes in large networks is considered. Telecommunications networks, cell molecular networks are investigated. The sizes of the investigated networks are hundreds of thousands of nodes and connections. These networks are represented in the form of directed and undirected simple graphs. Exact calculating requires huge computational resources for such large graphs. A method for calculating the frequencies of network motifs using the Monte Carlo method with control of an accuracy of calculations is proposed. The proposed effective method minimizes the value of the coefficient of variation.
Introduction
A conception of «network motifs» was proposed by Milo et al in Science [1] . They pointed out that large technical, social and molecular networks are natural to explore bottom-up. This means that you can try to identify the presence of identical small functional modules that occur more often than in a random (with randomized arcs) graph, and then explain their interaction in the network as a whole. Such small modules are called network motifs. In term of mathematics, network motifs are represented as connected subgraphs with a given number of vertices. There are 3-motifs (subgraphs with three connected vertices), 4-motifs (subgraphs with four connected vertices), and network motifs of a higher order [2] [3] [4] . There are 13 different (pairwise non-isomorphic) directed 3-motifs, and 2 undirected 3-motifs. The number of different directed 4-motifs is 198, the number of undirected 4-motifs is 6. Often, only statistically significant network motifs (that are found in the graph much more often than in randomized graphs) are called only motifs. We are splitting up these notions.
For example, protein-protein interaction networks and gene networks have significant motif, which is so-called BI-FAN motif (figure 1a). The reason for this is the structure of the interactions of receptors and substrates, kinase cascades and other types of protein-protein interactions [5] . A significant 3-motif for gene networks is a FEED-FORWARD LOOP motif, in which the target gene 3 is regulated by protein products of gene 1 and gene 2, with the protein product of gene 2 also regulated by the protein product of gene 1 (figure 1b). In food chains, the known significant 4-motif is a BI-PARALLEL motif, when the food base of organisms 2 and 3 is an organism 4, while both the organism 2 and organism 3 are a food base for an organism 1 (figure 1c). Significant network motifs [1] in digital circuits of fractional multipliers from the ISCAS'89 are cycles through three and four vertices (figures 1 d, 1 e) . However, calculating the frequencies of network motifs in graphs is a complicated problem. Thus, in the well-known works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , an acceptable time expenditure of exact calculating the frequencies of motifs was achieved only for graphs containing no more than twenty thousands of vertices, while many biological and social large networks contain millions of nodes and connections. Exact calculating the frequencies of network motifs in graphs of such large networks become unrealizable practically. Indeed, as it can be seen in table 1, the calculation of frequencies of 3-and 4-motifs by R environment (igraph package) and by the Fanmod program takes much time (calculations that could not be completed in more than 150 hours) are marked with a dash. The programs implement one of the fastest method for motifs calculating [6, 10] . We used the HP Z1 G2 Workstation with a 4-core Intel Xeon E3-1245 3. Since the calculation of the frequency of motifs in large networks by exact methods requires too much time, special attention should pay to Monte Carlo methods to solve this problem.
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Monte Carlo methods
The following three Monte-Carlo methods are proposed, which are used to calculate the frequency of motifs.
1) The method of random motif sampling, called the method of ESA (Efficient Sampling Algorithm) [3] . In this method, a random motif sampling starts with endpoint vertices of randomly chosen edge, then the vertex set is iteratively extended by neighboring vertices until a desired size k is obtained. The motif having this set of vertices is detected. But the ESA method provides biased estimates of frequency of motifs. 2) The Rand-ESU method enumerates motifs sequentially, but some parts of the motifs could be cut off. This method uses the a so-called ESU-tree (the branches of this rooted tree on a given tree level m correspond to all motifs with m vertices). Some part of the ESU-tree branches is cut off so that you can finally get an unbiased estimate of frequencies of network motifs. The most efficiently calculation is an independent random cut off of tree branches on the last tree level.
3) Earlier, we proposed [11, 12] a method for calculating the frequencies of network motifs, which we call the method of frame sampling (MFS). And now it considers the ability to calculate directed 4-motifs, we developed a method for obtaining effective (minimized variance) estimates of frequencies of 4-motifs; also we unified the representation of motifs using canonical numbering of graphs. As it will be shown below, the new MFS (hereinafter referred to as the MFS) allows us counting the number of motifs with a given accuracy and does it faster than the known implementations of the Rand-ESU method.
The MFS [11] is an implementation of Monte Carlo method, in which a sample space is defined as a set of frame instances contained in the graph and which are sampling with equal probability. The number of different frames (and therefore the number of different sample spaces and various statistical experiments, which are used to calculate k-motifs) is equal to the number of different spanning trees with k vertices. There is the only spanning tree with three vertices (figure 2a), two spanning trees with four vertices, and three ones with five vertices. Figure 2b shows frames with four vertices: on the left it is a 'branching' frame, on the right it is a 'chain' frame.
The basis of the MFS is an equiprobable sample of the frame instances in the graph. The frame instance determines the motif which includes the frame instance. Since the total number of frame instances in a graph is known exactly (it is easily calculated), one can get unbiased estimate of frequency of motif instances in the graph.
An equiprobable sample of a frame with 3 vertices-forks (or paths of length 2, see Figure 2 a) is done in two steps. In the first step, a random vertex selection is performed. A vertex i is selected with probability p i proportional to the number of forks whose centers coincide with the vertex,
, where k i is a degree of the vertex i, N V -number of forks in the graph. At the second step, a pair of edges incident to the vertex i are chosen equally and a fork is formed. The probability of choosing the fork in the second step is
. The probability of choosing this fork is
. An equiprobable sample of "branches" with 4 vertices (or trident, see figure 2b) from all tridents is similar, only the binomial coefficient
For equiprobable sample of 'chains' (or paths of length 3, see figure 2b), in the first step, the edge of the graph is randomly selected. The probability to select the edge (i, j) is proportional to the product
e. the number of paths of length 3 in the middle of which there is a given edge. In the second step, an equiprobable selection of one of these paths is performed. As a result, in two steps, one of the sets of all chains in the graph is chosen equally. Sometimes the chosen path of length 3 is a closed chain (degenerate frame, i.e. a triangle). In this case, zero 4-motifs is detected on the chain, so the motif counters do not change, but the experiment counter (the number of chains scanned) is incremented by one. If a frame or a set of frames (as in the case of 4-motifs) let us to detect all motifs with a given number k of vertices, then statistical experiments with an equally probable sample of such frames allow us to calculate the frequencies of all possible k-motifs. For example, there is a bijection between the set C of nondegenerate frames with 4 vertices and the set T of their equivalent spanning trees ( figure 3 ) and, accordingly, the map of the set of frames C to the set M of 4-motifs containing these frames is a surjection ( figure 3) .
Therefore, two sample spaces, each of which is defined on the set of instances of the corresponding frame in C, may contain all 6 motifs instances.
It should also be noted that if a certain motif is detected using koef different frame instances, then the estimation of the number of the motifs in a graph, obtained from a sample of frame instances, should be taken with the corresponding lowering coefficients 1/koef. Thus, the 4-motif 'clique' is detected to be six different non-degenerate chains (see figure 3) , therefore, if on such randomly selected chains the 'clique' was encountered s times, then the number of different detected instances of the square is taken to be s/koef.
Mixed MFS
More than one statistical experiment is required to calculate the frequencies of network motifs with four or more vertices (to cover all network motifs). For example, the calculation of the frequencies of 4-motifs requires two different statistical experiments according to different spanning trees with 4 vertices (see figure 3) .
When performing a statistical experiment A with a sample of chains (figure 4), the frequencies of five different motifs can be obtained. When performing experiment B with a sample of branches, the frequencies of four different motifs can be obtained. If motifs are found only in one of experiments, then estimates of frequency of motifs in the graph are computed in an obvious way. If the same motif is found in both experiments, then two different estimates of the frequency of the motif are obtained. The optimal value of the parameter  is determined from the condition of minimizing the coefficient v of the variation of the estimate
Find the optimal  by differentiating 2 v by  and equating the resulting expression to zero
Dividing equality (3) by a common nonzero factor
From here we find the optimal  in the form
Replacing n A , D(n A ), n B , D(n B ) with their expressions in terms of parameters calculated in both experiments, we obtain the following estimate for the optimal : Using the value  calculated by this formula in (1), we calculate the optimal estimate of the number n of motif instances in the graph.
Using of recalculated canonical numbers of graphs
We propose to the pre-calculated numbers of the graphs in the given canonical form (figure 5) while implementing the MFS. In this case, we will store all possible correspondences of graphs of a given size to the canonical numbers of motifs in the arrcode arrays. The sizes of these arrays for motifs with three and four vertices are presented in table 2. The arrcode array contains the canonical numbers of motifs (we used BLISS codes). The size of the arrcode array is given by a number of possible combinations of edges (motifs are encoded by edges). So, for undirected 3-motifs arrcode = {0,1,1,2,1,2,2,3}. The first isomorphic class of arrcode (numbered 0) corresponds to set of isolated vertices; the last class (numbered 3) is a complete graph. The number of isomorphism classes for directed graphs with three vertices is 16 (between 0 and 15), for undirected only four. In both cases subgraphs containing at least one isolated vertex are also taken into account. There are 218 (directed graph) and 11 (undirected graph) isomorphism classes in graphs containing 4 vertices. 
Сalculation of directed graphs
The problem of directed motif calculation can be solved technically. A random frame sample should be performed without arc orientation, then it is determined to which network motif was detected on given vertices triple (figure 6) or four vertices (figure 7). 
Experimental results
A comparison of the Rand-ESU and the MFS with the same accuracy is performed. As can be seen in table 3 the MFS significantly speeds up the calculation with compare to the Rand-ESU, at the same time not less accurate calculations are achieved. So, 100 thousand motifs were sampled by Rand-ESU method and 200 thousand frames were sampled by MSF. 
Conclusion
We have significantly improved the method [11] of sampling frame (MSF). Firstly, a scheme has been proposed for obtaining of effective (in terms of minimizing the error of calculation) 4-motifs frequencies estimates using statistical experiments with different frames. Secondly, the problem of analyzing directed graphs is solved. The developed MSF has advantages compared with the popular Rand-ESU method. So, MFS is considerably less demanding in memory and less sensitive to the size of the network under study.
